
4. From Councillor Wade to Councillor Sinclair
Phase 1 of the City’s consultation on the proposed Waterways Public Spaces Protection Order 
(PSPO) is now underway.
However there is no protection built in to the projected PSPO for everyday boating activities, 
whereas similar alleged breaches by land-based residents (e.g. production of smoke, noise or 
fumes) can only be prosecuted if Environmental Health levels are exceeded. The proposed test in 
the draft PSPO of ‘reasonable grounds for annoyance’ is subjective and would be difficult to prove 
to the high standard required by a Court if a prosecution were to be attempted.
Can Councillor Sinclair confirm that the same rules will be applied to boating residents as to land-
based residents of this City?

Written Response
First of all I should point out that the draft PSPO which forms the basis of preliminary engagement 
applies to everyone in the areas defined as the Waterways. Some of the issues could clearly relate 
to users of the waterways areas other than boaters. It is therefore unhelpful to characterise this as 
an exercise of targeting boaters and their way of life. In phase 1 we have had some constructive 
meetings with representatives of the boaters and I have reassured them of this point. We are 
starting to discuss with them alternative methods of dealing with some of the acute problems that 
the draft PSPO is aimed at. I want to give sufficient time for these discussions to come to fruition 
and have asked officers to engage positively with this and to report back to me. In order that 
sufficient time is given to progress this work I am proposing that we review the position in six 
months’ time.
In terms of prosecution – it is the Council’s Enforcement Policy and the Home Office Guidance 
which set out where and when it is appropriate to use prosecution powers. You will have seen in 
my answer regarding the city centre PSPO that enforcement action is the exception rather than the 
rule.

Supplementary question
Can we stop work on this Order and can environmental health officers prepare a report after 
surveying the waterways to accurately assess nuisance?

Response
We are looking at alternative ways of resolving the problems but it is not just the boating 
community who will be affected by the introduction of a PSPO.


